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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The last presentation of today; my name is Marloes Kraan. I am a marine social scientist working at Wageningen University in the Netherlands. I am also one of the co-chairs of the working group SOCIAL here at ICES.In this presentation I will present the assessment framework we are developing at WGSOCIAL which can be helpful for quick scientific responses following a shock, such as COVID19.



WGSOCIAL & initial talks on COVID19

WGSOCIAL: 
development of culturally relevant 
social indicators to be used in ecosystem
Assessments, next to economic and 
ecological indicators.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When it became clear that COVID19 became a pandemic, and first feedbacks were heard about the impact, we decided to come together in a meeting to share our insights. Having the working group with members from many different countries ‘in ICES territory’ was very useful. These first feedback reports were based on what we had heard in our countries from fishers, traders but also from the media. From this meeting we realised that the impact differed in the different cultural contexts but also differed because the impact of the pandemic was so varied – the meeting was in April – when the north of Italy was under acute stress and in lockdown, whereas in Norway for instance there were mostly preventive measures. We also realised that COVID19 is an example of a shock, and that studying the impact whilst it was unfolding would be useful for industry and governments, and that having a comparative framework to do this would be useful. Lastly we realised that this crisis showed us how crucial it is to have data readily available so that impacts can be better understood. As WGSOCIAL we are in the process of developing social indicators for ecosystem assessments and impact studies, so we discussed how this crisis could help us prioritise our work on developing  social indicators and underlying data-collection. 



Assessment Framework

Questions

Types of shocks

Scale of impact

Affected sectors

Research design

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By Understanding this pandemic as an example of a shock, we laid out the contours of an assessment framework. First it would be good to understand which different shocks can impact the fishing industry so that we could learn from other research in different contexts for this situation. Second we stated that a study into impact, requires a choice of scale.Third it requires a choice of sectoral parts to look at. Third a study requires a research design.And lastly the questions asked give direction to the study.The goal of the assessment framework is to be able to move quickly as it helps in structuring the work and making choices, and is also useful for comparability. 



Shock

Climate 
change

Extreme 
weather 
events

Natural 
DisasterExtreme

natural 
events

• Onset rapid vs. slow, duration
short vs. long term

• These shocks are not 
necessarily mutually exclusive!

• Possibility of cascading effects

Example types of shocks

#icesreflections

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COVID19 is an example of a shock. There are many more examples of shocks that can impact the fishing industry. They differ from each other in onset (do the develop rapid [sudden] or slowly) and duration (is it short term or long term) – both as a shock and in terms of impact. This proved useful in the US for instance, where the experience they have with hurricanes, helps them now in assessing the impact of COVID19. Such overview also helps in better understanding specific characteristics of shocks – what is interesting of COVID19 is that it is both rapid as well as slow. _____________________________________________________________________________________________Feedback: How to account for cascading effects?How to account for examples that are also climate change/natural disaster/human-induced related?Bear in mind devil’s advocate -explain clearly



Unit of analysis

Individual Community Country International Global

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To study the impact of a shock requires making a choice of the level at which you want to understand the impact. Such choice impacts the research method and data availability. Again what is interesting about COVID19 is that it has global implications, in way that are unprecedented. This has also become clear for its impact on fisheries. Local lockdowns in country A can impact fisheries in country B; also with other shocks fisheries are affected – but trade is up and running, but now fisheries were also impact because trade lines were interrupted. This pandemic has showed us how global fisheries are organised.



Affected fisheries sub-sectors

• Commercial 
fishing

• Aquaculture
• Subsistence

• Multiple retail 
(supermarket)

• Restaurants
• Fresh fish 

(market)

• Consumers
• Canning
• Freezing
• Artisanal 

processing
• Cold storage

• Small-scale/ 
Rural

• Commercia/ 
Urban

• Live fish/ 
Shell fish

• Cold chain

Value chain inspired 
by FAO fishery value chain

Production

Processing
/Storage Wholesale

Retail

Consumption

Transport

direct sales

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another choice to make is whether to zoom into a part of the fishing industry or look at the whole value chain. Also notice that the value chains can differ considerably in different contexts. Varying from direct sales to various sales & types of processing and packaging. ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________http://www.fao.org/flw-in-fish-value-chains/value-chain/en/ (put this info on the slide) → does not reflect recreational fishingFeedback:�Markets could be included. – fleet dynamics? An extension of commercial fisheries? All of these could use more detail.@Marloes Kraan, we should think about how this can be represented, perhaps not linearKatie: how do we see ‘Food Supply’? how do we understand this as its own sector? Marloes: just as output? End of the supply chain. Could also be an extension of supply chain.This concerns commercial fishing - what about small/scale, recreational, how about direct sales?



Research design
Theory driven

Resilience and 
vulnerability:  ability to 
respond to shock and 
return to pre-shock 
state or transform to 
new state is based on 
pre-existing conditions.

Questions guided by scope, who initiated & how it will be used

Scope: snapshot vs. 
long-term trends
Who: governmental 
agencies, private 
sector, NGOs, 
academia, public, 
Uses: inform 
governance platform & 
policy decisions

Methods depend on available resources

Available resources: 
time, talent, budget, 
baseline data
Data gaps / needs: 
primary vs. secondary 

Analysis

Analysis: qualitative vs. 
quantitative

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The research design lays out what all the formative aspects are: such as the theoretical angle of the study, who asks for the study, how it will be usedWhat the scope is of the studyThe methods that will and can be used (depending on resources and availability of data)And the type of analysis. [change this]



Questions relevant to 
all shock types & covid-19

Social 
transformatio
n vs return to 
business as 

usual?

What is 
the 

‘normal’ 
situation?

What are 
impacts 
across 

sectors?

What are
compounding 

stressors?

What are 
implications 

occurring 
across 

sectors?

How does level of 
fishing dependence 
affect level of impact?

How do safety 
measures impact 
across sectors?

Societal impacts?
+/-

Differentiate between 
societal/ecological/biological 
conditions

Lack of transparency but 
also ‘invisible’ concern 
becoming visible?

Practical implications: 
IUUF, human rights abuse, 
lack of transparency 

What is happening?

How long will these 
changes (+/-) last?

Photo: Arie Mol

Photo:@PetervDalen
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Presentation Notes
By using an assessment framework for shocks, helps to see that there are certain questions that are relevant to all shock types, such as:Looking at impacts (short and long term) & looking at context (compounding stressors)And there are certain questions that are specific for the shock at hand, in this case COVID19:For COVID 19 relevant questions look at the level of dependence on fishing and the impact of the pandemic. As well as understanding the impact of safety measures and its impact on operations – for instance Social distancing, quarantining, sanitization, economic restrictions, port closures, etc.Feedback: red is covid-19Two examples now. Linear & non-linear



Conclusions
• Aim of the framework is:

• Comparability between cases
• Guide to making relevant choices (scale, sub-sector)
• Importance of (socio-cultural) context

• Different value chains
• Compounding stressors

• Use of a theoretical lens: resilience & vulnerability
• Impact of a shock & necessary measures -> depends -> what factors influence fishers 

capacity to adapt (Seara, Clay and Colburn 2012)

• Need for social indicators & data so to better understand the baseline 
situation, and monitor changes



Thanks!

• WGSOCIAL: 
https://www.ices.dk/community/
groups/Pages/WGSOCIAL.aspx

• marloes.kraan@wur.nl
• @MarloesKraan

WGSOCIAL meeting 2019 Rome
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